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Cigarette craving is a cardinal feature of smoking, which is the leading preventable cause of death. Despite its clinical relevance, there remains a pressing need to develop new approaches for controlling craving. Although olfactory cues (OCs) are especially well suited to reduce affectively charged cravings, there has been surprisingly little research on the topic. We investigated the strategic use of OCs to reduce cigarette craving. Abstinent smokers (N = 232) initially sampled and rated a series of OCs. Participants then were exposed to in vivo smoking cues, which produced robust cigarette cravings. During peak craving, they were randomly assigned to sniff one of three types of OCs (all of which they had previously sampled) while their craving, and a set of responses thought to be associated with craving, were assessed. OCs that a participant had rated as pleasant reduced craving more than did exposure to odor blank (i.e., neutral) or tobacco-related OCs. This effect persisted over the course of 5 min. In addition, smokers with the most specific autobiographical memory systems were most responsive to the craving-reducing effects of pleasant OCs. About 90% of participants reported they could imagine using a pleasant OC to curb their craving in the natural environment. The present data suggest that OCs show promise for controlling cravings and highlight the need to conduct further research to test whether OCs may prove useful alone or in combination with existing approaches as a smoking cessation intervention.

General Scientific Summary

Given observed relations between craving and smoking relapse, novel approaches to craving relief are sorely needed. This laboratory study revealed that, following exposure to a lit cigarette to generate a peak craving state in abstinent smokers, the strategic use of olfactory cues reduced craving throughout the course of a 5-min assessment. These findings support continued investigation of olfactory cues as a potential component of a smoking cessation intervention.
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The present study evaluated not only craving reduction but anticipated failures in self-regulation (Baumeister, 2017). The study also research indicates that smokers’ ability, and confidence in their ability, to cope with urges weaken during the very moments that they are most needed. Fully 71% of relapsing smokers who had mastered a set of coping skills reported using none of these skills during the lapse (Brandon, Tiffany, Ohrenski, & Baker, 1990; see also McCarthy et al., 2010). Urges that are not satisfied can be tiring and unpleasant (Tiffany, 1992), and concerns about potential craving can prevent smokers from even trying to quit (Orleans, Rimer, Cristinzio, Keintz, & Fleisher, 1991).

Craving is defined many ways but generally is thought to be a strong desire to smoke (Sayette et al., 2000). As articulated by Baker, Morse, and Sherman (1987), we view craving to be affective in nature, reflecting the processing of motivationally significant stimuli (Sayette, Martin, Hull, Wertz, & Perrott, 2003). Like other emotions (Salovey, 1992), cravings influence cognitive processes. Urge-induced shifts in cognition hamper self-regulation, leading smoking and relapse to become more probable (see Sayette & Creswell, 2016). An often-neglected research domain that offers clues for understanding why craving may precipitate relapse is temporal cognition. Time appears to pass more slowly when individuals are struggling with a craving than when they are not craving (Klein, Corwin, & Stine, 2003; Sayette, Loewenstein, Kirkner, & Travis, 2005), perhaps leading to what Vohs and Schmeichel (2003) refer to as an “extended now” period. Pertinent to the present study, when smokers are in a peak-craving state and asked to predict the trajectory of their craving over a specified period of time (e.g., the next 30 min) during which they are not permitted to smoke, they overestimate its duration and intensity (Sayette et al., 2005). In other words, they feel that without being able to smoke, their already high craving will unremittingly worsen. In actuality, however, even unresolved cravings tend to dissipate naturally (Marlatt, 1985; Niaura et al., 1999; Sayette et al., 2005), suggesting that during peak craving, smokers’ beliefs that cravings are intractable are typically false. These inaccurate predictions made while in a peak craving state suggest that urges alter the perceived consequences of resisting temptation (e.g., “my craving will get increasingly unbearable if I don’t smoke”), which may lead to failures in self-regulation (Baumeister, 2017). The present study evaluated not only craving reduction but anticipated craving trajectories if smoking were not permitted.

### Craving Intervention

There have been widespread efforts to curb cigarette cravings (Ferguson & Shiffman, 2009; Levy, Mabry, Graham, Orleans, & Abrams, 2010). Pharmacologic interventions include nicotine replacement and psychotropic medications such as bupropion and varenicline (Brandon et al., 2011; Fiore et al., 2008). These approaches have had some success but also have limitations, such as aversive side effects, continued nicotine dependence, and they are slow to take effect. Even nicotine gums can take as long as 15 min to work (Shiffman et al., 2003). Faster acting methods are indicated, because half of smokers who lapse after craving do so within 11 min of urge onset (Ferguson & Shiffman, 2009).

Behavioral approaches to craving reduction include exercise, meditation, coping skills, and acupuncture. Although there remains good reason to study these methods, to date they have had mixed success (Marcus et al., 2005) and have some limitations, such as being inconvenient and hard to master. Rose and colleagues have tested a conceptually distinct alternative to these approaches, known as airway sensory replacement. Pleasurable sensations accompanying smoking (e.g., taste, respiratory tract sensations) provide a rich set of smoking cues, and these sensations may be crucial in relieving craving and facilitating smoking abstinence (Rose, Salley, Behm, Bates, & Westman, 2010). These investigators tested the impact of inhaling various substances designed to simulate the sensory experience of smoking on craving relief (e.g., citric acid, capsaicin), but acknowledge that its long-term success is still unknown and “no satisfactory approach [to airways sensory replacement] has yet been developed” (Rose, 2006, p. 281).

Clearly, there is a pressing need for new interventions addressing the impact of craving on smoking (Baker et al., 2011). Conceptually, analysis of the link between craving and tobacco use requires understanding of the interaction of emotional and cognitive processes that promote smoking. The strategic administration of olfactory cues (OCs), either alone or in tandem with existing methods, may offer a novel approach to reducing craving and related shifts in the processing of smoking-related information.

### Olfactory Methods of Craving Relief

In contrast to airway sensory replacement, in which the products simulate and remind one of smoking, the olfactory approach tested here aims to distract a smoker away from thoughts of smoking. The premise that OCs are better suited than other sensory cues to reduce affectively charged cravings receives support from multiple sources. Cravings are emotional “visceral” experiences (Baker et al., 1987; Loewenstein, 1996; Nordgren & Chou, 2011). Olfaction is directly related to the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex (also known as the “secondary olfactory cortex”; Shepherd, 2007), two structures linked to drug craving (Wilson, Sayette, & Fiez, 2004). Emotions are effectively manipulated through olfaction (Engen, 1982; Gottfried, 2010; Herz, 1998, 2012), a finding that extends to cigarette craving (Perkins et al., 2001; Towner, Ybasco, Rezai, Rose, & Contrada, 1991). This is unsurprising, because humans enjoy an outstanding sense of smell (McGann, 2017). Although OCs are known to provoke craving, surprisingly there has been almost no research testing the ability of OCs to attenuate cravings.

Recently, the study of olfaction—and its potential to alter cognition, emotion, behavior, and physiology—has emerged as a worthy area of scientific inquiry (Herz, 2009). Scientific advances have occurred across diverse areas (Havliland-Jones, Wilson, & Freyberg, 2016). For instance, orthonasal OCs (i.e., sniffing odors) affect memory (Herz, 1998; Herz & Engen, 1996; Moss, Cook, Wesnes, & Duckett, 2003), interoceptive preferences (Li, Moalem, Paller, & Gottfried, 2007), behavior (Herz, Schankler, & Beland, 2004; Holland, Hendriks, & Aarts, 2005), and improve pain tolerance (Prescott & Wilkie, 2007), anxiety (Kadohisa, 2013), and cardiovascular and immunological markers of health (Herz, 2016). Furthermore, OCs are known to affect time percep-
tion (Millot, Laurent, & Casini, 2016; Zhou, Feng, Chen, & Zhou, 2018). Finally, OCs even may be used during sleep to reduce smoking behavior because of aversive conditioning (Arzi et al., 2014). These observations suggest that olfactory stimuli may play an important role in the attenuation of urges.

Preliminary Study

In an initial proof-of-concept study, we evaluated the immediate impact of individually selected OCs on cigarette craving relief (Sayette & Parrott, 1999). Because individuals can experience different reactions to the same OCs (Engen, 1982), we offered participants a wide sample of OCs to identify particular ones that each person found to be pleasant or unpleasant. Accordingly, abstinent smokers first sniffed eight OCs, rating each on several dimensions (e.g., pleasantness). Participants next were exposed to each person found to be pleasant or unpleasant. Accordingly, participants a wide sample of OCs to identify particular ones that different reactions to the same OCs (Engen, 1982), we offered (Sayette & Parrott, 1999). Because individuals can experience

Study Rationale

The findings from our initial study of primarily college-age smokers (mean age = 22.7) raise several questions related to the impact of this method. First, data are in line with the idea that provocative OCs distract a person away from their craving experience. If this explanation is accurate, then exposing craving smokers to a tobacco-related OC presumably would not reduce craving. If tobacco OCs also reduced craving, however, it would support an alternative perspective to distraction, in which merely simulating a smoking experience (Rose, 2006), or imagining consumption (Morewedge, Huh, & Vosgerau, 2010, though see Kavanagh, Andrade, & May, 2005) might attenuate a craving. The present study therefore included a tobacco OC condition.

Second, the drop in urge observed in Sayette and Parrott (1999) might have dissipated in mere seconds. Because that study assessed urge just once, within seconds of sniffing the OC, the duration of the OC effect remains unclear. Thus, an aim of the present study was to determine whether the craving-reducing effects of a pleasant OC would extend for several minutes. If an OC temporarily attenuated craving and controlled expectations about the trajectory of the craving experience, it would buy a smoker precious time to regain focus and possibly manage the high-risk situation well enough that the threat is eliminated (e.g., the moment of “clarity” allows the smoker to leave a party). The premise is that not all time is created equal, and the moments close to peak craving are critical for determining how one will cope with the craving. From a relapse prevention perspective (Marlatt & Gordon, 1985), demonstrating that the impact of a craving-reducing OC lasts at least a few minutes may prove valuable if it targets high-risk moments.

Third, from a cognitive perspective, OCs are known to be especially effective in eliciting autobiographical memories (Herz, 1998; Saive, Royet, & Phailly, 2014). For instance, OCs evoke more specifically detailed, emotional and evocative autobiographical memories than do visual cues (Chu & Downes, 2002; Herz & Schooler, 2002; Herz, Eliassen, Beland, & Souza, 2004). The most popular theory of autobiographical memory organization is drawn from the Self-Memory System (Conway, 2005; Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). This model proposes that autobiographical memories are reconstructed during retrieval by accessing a collection of self-relevant knowledge organized from broad to specific. The information that is retrieved when recalling an autobiographical memory falls into varying levels of specificity. Research indicates that individual differences in degree of autobiographical memory specificity predict a range of clinical, developmental, and social psychological phenomena (Goddard, Dritschel, & Burton, 1996; Wang, 2008). For instance, depressive symptomatology is associated with less detailed autobiographical memory recall (Williams et al., 2007). Assuming strategic use of OCs reduces peak craving partly by eliciting autobiographical memories that interfere with urge processing, assuming these memories are unrelated to smoking, this effect should be especially pronounced among those with the most specific autobiographical memory systems. The current study tested this proposition using the Sentence Completion for Events of the Past Test (SCEPT: Raes, Hermans, Williams, & Eelen, 2007) to measure generative autobiographical retrieval. The SCEPT instructs participants to complete sentence stems in any way they would like as long as the response makes sense with the stem and that each sentence is about a different topic (sentence stem examples: Last year . . . I will never forget . . . ). Autobiographical memory specificity scores from the SCEPT were obtained by summing the number of specific memories provided by the participant in the sentence completions. A memory was considered specific if it referred to an event that occurred at a particular time and that lasted less than one day (Raes et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2007), otherwise the memory was coded as non-specific. As is the case in the present study, the SCEPT is typically used as a trait measure of autobiographical memory. Accordingly, we administered it while participants were neither craving nor being exposed to OCs.

Fourth, in contrast to other senses, olfactory associations once formed are highly affected by proactive interference but resistant to retroactive interference (Lawless & Engen, 1977). That is, the first association made to an OC is hard to unlearn, while subsequent associations to the same scent are hard to form. This replicated and widely cited finding (see Herz, 2012) bodes well for its use for craving relief, as repeatedly pairing a positive odor with peak craving unlikely will cause the OC to lose its initial pleasant

---

1 An odor blank OC condition was included to evaluate a potential confound in which drops in reported urge during post-cue exposure odor administration could be attributed to the act of sniffing, per se. This condition also provided a control for the effect of time on urges to smoke. That is, once the smoking cue exposure manipulation was completed (and the smoker extinguished the cigarette and placed it back in the ashtray), there might be a tendency for urges to drop from maximal levels.
associations and instead become linked to the unpleasantness of an unrequited craving (i.e., OCs that reduce craving during an initial trial should maintain their therapeutic effects into the future). The present study tested this assumption by evaluating the impact of OCs on urge relief on successive days.

In addition to addressing these four questions raised by the findings of Sayette and Parrott (1999), the present study had a practical aim, namely to evaluate the extent to which participants thought use of OCs might serve as an effective approach to craving relief outside the laboratory. A challenge for behavioral interventions concerns motivation to use them (Kober & Mell, 2015). Regardless of how OCs work in the lab, skepticism associated with using olfactory stimuli could undermine their potential utility. Because our initial research indicated that pleasant and unpleasant OCs were similarly effective in reducing urge (Sayette & Parrott, 1999), the present study focused on pleasant OCs, assuming they would be more appealing to smokers than unpleasant or potentially harmful OCs (e.g., smelling salts) as a potential real-world intervention.

In this study, nicotine-deprived smokers initially rated the pleasantness of 12 OCs. They next were exposed to smoking cues, a manipulation that together with nicotine deprivation, has effectively increased self-reported urge (see Sayette & Tiffany, 2013). One of the previously administered OCs (either the one they previously rated as most pleasant, their own brand of tobacco, or an odor blank control) was then administered to smokers during this high craving state and reported urge and other craving-related processes were assessed over a 5-min interval. We predicted that (a) pleasant OCs would reduce reported urge more than a tobacco-related or odor blank OC, (b) this effect would persist across 5 min, and (c) the effect would not be subject to retroactive interference assessed at a subsequent experimental session. We also hypothesized that a pleasant OC would reduce the anticipated intensity and duration of cravings if participants were unable to smoke, and that this effect would extend to our measures of the value and expectancies attributed to smoking a cigarette. Moreover, it was hypothesized that pleasant OCs would be particularly effective in relieving craving among smokers with more specific and detailed autobiographical memory systems.

Method

This study received approval from the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board.

OC Pilot Testing

Pilot testing to select the set of pleasant OCs for the study was adapted from our prior research (Herz, 2004; Herz & Cupchik, 1992, 1995; Sayette & Parrott, 1999). Participants sampled multiple odors to determine which ones were perceived to be most pleasant. To reduce confounding effects of nonolfactory sensory input, odors were soaked into dry interflo pellets, covered in cotton, and presented in opaque white 2-in high containers, an approach that has been used extensively (Herz, Beland, & Hellerstein, 2004; Herz & Cupchik, 1995). We pilot tested 30 odors, including those used in our initial study (Sayette & Parrott, 1999) and others provided by the International Flavors and Fragrance (IFF) corporation, while asking participants to complete an aroma questionnaire (AQ; Herz & Cupchik, 1995). The aroma questionnaire assessed responses from 1 (e.g., extremely unpleasant) to 9 (e.g., extremely pleasant), with 5 labeled “neutral” on pleasantness, intensity, and familiarity, and recorded emotional associations or memories participants had to the odor (Herz & Cupchik, 1992; Sugiyama et al., 2010). The aim was to generate a set of odors for which each participant could rate at least two as very pleasant. Piloting, along with use of the participant’s brand of tobacco and odor blank (the same odor container was presented but there was no odor inside), yielded a final set of 12 OCs for use in this study.

Experimental Design

Following a phone screen and follow-up lab screening visit, there were two experimental sessions. In experimental (EXP) Session 1, abstinent smokers were randomly assigned to one of three OCs during peak craving: (1) pleasant; (2) smoking-related; or (3) odor blank, allocating 75% as many participants to Conditions 2 and 3, relative to Condition 1. The increased sampling for Condition 1 reflected the need for increased power to evaluate potential shifts in the effectiveness of pleasant OCs across days. In EXP Session 2 (occurring at the same time of day as EXP Session 1), half the participants in Condition 1 were randomly assigned to sniff their original (pleasant) OC from Session 1, while half sniffed a new pleasant OC (e.g., if a participant had rated lemon and lily of the valley as similarly pleasant and lemon was selected for Session 1, then they would either receive the lemon again or the lily of the valley at Session 2). (Our initial study revealed that all but two participants in the pleasant group identified at least two OCs tied for their maximal pleasantness rating [Sayette & Parrott, 1999].) When there was a tie, the top two OCs were randomly assigned to the two sessions. In addition, one third of the participants in the remaining two conditions were randomly selected to switch and receive a pleasant OC, while the rest received the same tobacco or odor blank OC as in EXP Session 1. This created five groups of about 45 participants for EXP Session 2: (1) original pleasant OC; (2) different pleasant OC; (3) switch from tobacco or odor blank to a pleasant OC; (4) tobacco OC; and (5) odor blank. This design aimed to control for potentially confounding variables such as prior exposure to the lab or to the same OC.

Participants

Two hundred thirty-two smokers (107 women, 125 men) aged 18–55 years completed the study. All participants were required to smoke 10–30 cigarettes per day for at least 12 continuous months prior to the study. To assess exclusionary criteria, participants completed an initial telephone interview and attended a screening session. Participants were excluded if they reported a medical condition that contraindicated nicotine, were illiterate, unable to understand the basic math needed to execute the smoking choice task (described below under Craving Response Measures), were using nicotine products (e.g., e-cigarettes, nicotine patch) other than cigarettes, were interested in quitting or cutting down on their smoke-
ing in the next 30 days, recorded carbon monoxide (CO) levels outside the range of 10 to 55 parts per million (ppm), or were unable to detect a sample odor on a forced recognition task (see screening session below). On the basis of self-reported assessment, the final sample was 49.6% Caucasian, 42.6% African American, 6.5% multiracial, 0.9% Asian, and 0.4% American Indian. Participants’ mean age was 40.5 years ($SD = 10.8$). They smoked an average of 15.5 cigarettes per day ($SD = 4.9$).

**Procedure**

**Telephone screening.** Ads for the study indicated that we were looking for people to participate in a three-part research project. The ad continued, “To participate, you must currently smoke cigarettes, be 18–55 years old, in good health, speak fluent English, be willing to fill out questionnaires, and to not smoke before two sessions.” Ads concluded with the phrase, “Earn $150 for completing this study” and the lab phone number. Potential participants who responded to our ads underwent a phone interview to exclude those not meeting selection criteria. Those who met selection criteria were asked to attend a 2-hr screening session at the Alcohol and Smoking Research Laboratory (ASRL) to determine whether they would qualify for a subsequent pair of experimental sessions lasting up to two hours each. Everyone was paid $20.00 at the screening/assessment session whether or not they were deemed eligible for the main study.

**Screening session.** At the ASRL screening session, 342 participants provided informed consent and were required to show photo identification. The consent form indicated that the purpose of the study was to gain a better understanding of the effects of smoking opportunity in smokers and did not call attention to OCs and craving. Participants next recorded a baseline CO reading and completed a brief interview regarding their current medical status and medication usage. We then administered a brief odor screening test, in which participants smelled six identical jars and identified the one containing an odor (an odor of comparable intensity to the study odors). (Only three individuals [1% of our sample] were excluded based on this test.) Participants next completed a battery of forms assessing age, gender, ethnicity, education, and income with standard forms used in the ASRL. Fifty participants were deemed ineligible and were paid and permitted to leave. Another 59 either failed to show, or recorded CO readings that were too high to be used, for one of the two subsequent experimental sessions. Eligible participants completed additional questionnaires assessing their smoking history, level of nicotine dependence, and other smoking-related constructs, as well as a standardized odor threshold test (Sniffin’ Sticks; Hummel, Kobal, Gudziol, & Mackay-Sim, 2007; Kobal et al., 2000), to determine whether the various experimental conditions were comprised of participants (all of whom were above threshold for participation based on the initial odor perception test) with similar levels of odor perception. (See supplemental material for list of questionnaires administered to participants, including those not addressed in the present report.)

Next, eligible participants were invited to attend two 2-hr lab sessions spaced 1 day apart for which they would be paid $150.00 in total; $20 for this screening/assessment session, $30 for the first EXP session, and $100 for the second EXP session. Participants were told to bring a pack of their preferred brand of cigarettes and to abstain from smoking for 8 hr before the experimental session. They also were told that breath samples would be collected to ensure that they had abstained from smoking.

**Experimental Sessions (Sessions 1 and 2)**

Sessions began between 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. Participants brought their preferred brand of cigarettes and lighter to the sessions. Procedures were modeled after our prior work (Sayette & Parrott, 1999). Figure 1 presents a timeline of the procedures. To check compliance with smoking abstinence instructions, participants reported the last time they smoked and provided a CO sample (Bedfont Scientific piCO + Smokerlyzer). The requirement was that CO not exceed half their initial (nonabstinent) CO level or was $<10$ ppm. Those who either reported smoking within 8 hr of arrival, or who produced a CO inconsistent with abstinence, were not permitted to participate in the session and were asked to reschedule. Participants presented their pack of cigarettes and lighter to the experimenter.

After CO recording, participants sampled the 12 OCs drawn from our piloting. One OC typically perceived as unpleasant (amyl vinyl carbinol, often described as a “mushroom odor”) was included so that participants would be motivated to use a wider range on the scale and to mitigate against a cumulative positive mood induction. The other OCs included cumin, chocolate, apple, peppermint, vanilla, lemon, lily of the valley, and an odor blank (no odor container). We also included two tobacco OCs, Amsterdam Shag and Danish Export (Scandinavian Tobacco Group Lane Ltd.) and the tobacco odor derived from the participant’s preferred brand. These three tobacco odors were generated by placing loose tobacco covered in cotton in the same white containers used with all the odors. Order of OC presentation was randomized, with the caveat that participants always received a pleasant OC first and last, and that they never received two nonpleasant OCs consecutively. The experimenter instructed participants through a two-way intercom to unscrew the lid on the container and sniff inside (approximately 6 s). Following initial exposure to each of the OCs,
participants completed the aroma questionnaire while continuing to sniff the container as often as they wished.

**Craving Induction**

Following a 15-min rest, during which participants completed a distractor task rating the attractiveness of a set of slides, a tray with an opaque plastic cover was placed on the table in front of them. Participants were asked not to touch the tray until instructed. When told, they lifted the cover, revealing their cigarettes, a lighter, and ashray. Participants removed a cigarette from the pack and lit it without putting it in their mouths (by holding it in the flame for several seconds until the tobacco began to burn). Participants were told that they could not smoke the cigarette. They next were asked to put down the lighter and to hold the cigarette comfortably in their dominant hand while staring at it but not placing it in their mouths. After 10 s, participants verbally rated their urge to smoke (see measures below). Participants then extinguished the cigarette and placed it back in the ashray.

**Peak Craving OC Exposure**

Participants opened a drawer in the table and removed a container corresponding to the OC for their condition. They were told to unscrew the lid and sniff for about 2 s (one inhalation; Laing, 1983), then provide a verbal report of their urge. Next participants completed two craving related response measures (about 5 min), during which they sniffed the OC and rated their urge to smoke about every 60 s. (See craving response measures for description.) Participants then were asked whether they wished to smoke. For those who wanted to smoke (all but eight participants), the smoking choice task was administered. Participants then were paid, reminded about their final session the next day (EXP Session 2) and permitted to leave.

EXP Session 2 was similar to EXP Session 1, with the following changes. After smoking cue exposure, participants received either the same OC as in EXP Session 1 or a different OC (see experimental design above). Participants next completed one urge rating assessment immediately after extinguishing their cigarette. If they wished to smoke, they were escorted outside the building to a smoking area, after which they completed a final packet of questionnaires. This packet included the SCEPT to assess autobiographical memory specificity and the contemplation ladder, a 0–10 scale with 0 = “No thought of quitting” and 10 = “Taking action to quit (e.g., cutting down, enrolling in a program)” (Biener & Abrams, 1991). Participants then completed a postexperimental form, were debriefed, and paid.

**Craving Response Measures**

**Reported urge to smoke.** Urge to smoke was rated using a scale ranging from 0 (no urge to smoke at all) to 100 (strongest urge to smoke that I have ever felt). This scale has been highly sensitive to craving manipulations (see Heckman et al., 2013). During both sessions, participants completed this measure prior to smoking cue exposure and during smoking cue exposure, and then six times during OC exposure in EXP Session 1 and once during EXP Session 2.

**Smoking Consequences Questionnaire-Brief (SCQ-B).** Beliefs about negative and positive consequences of smoking were rated to indicate the probability that a series of 24 desirable and undesirable consequences of smoking would occur (no timeframe was provided). The SCQ-B (Sayette et al., 2005) is an abbreviated version of the original SCQ (Copeland, Brandon, & Quinn, 1995).

**Anticipated Duration and Intensity Scale (ADIS).** Participants reported on a 0–100 scale their anticipated urge if not permitted to smoke over the next 5, 10, 15, 25, 35, and 45 min (Sayette et al., 2005).

**Smoking Choice Task.** To assess the valuation of smoking, participants reported the least amount of money they would accept to postpone smoking for an additional 5 min (Sayette, Martin, Wertz, Shiffman, & Perrott, 2001). Participants first were asked whether they wished to smoke. For those who wanted to smoke, the smoking choice task was administered. The eight participants who declined were scored as requiring $0 to wait 5 min (Sayette et al., 2001). The rest were told that we already had written down the maximum amount we would pay. They were further instructed that if their value exceeded ours, they could smoke immediately but would not receive additional money. They were told that if their value was less than ours, we would pay them what they asked in return for their 5-min smoking delay. The critical data were the minimal amounts participants reported they would accept to delay smoking for 5 min. (Participants did not actually postpone their smoking and received $5 extra, regardless of their responses.)

Because of concerns with anchoring effects associated with repeated assessment, the SCQ-B, ADIS, and smoking choice tasks only were administered at EXP Session 1. Furthermore, in the case of the smoking choice task, the “choice” is no longer meaningful during EXP Session 2, as participants now understand because of their experience at EXP Session 1 that they will not actually need to wait five minutes before being able to smoke.

**Results**

**Baseline**

The primary aims of the study focused on EXP Session 1, which included three OC conditions. To ensure equivalence between groups, a series of analyses was conducted to determine if the three groups were similar across key measures. Random assignment led to groups that did not differ on age, gender, nicotine dependence [as assessed by the Nicotine Dependence Syndrome Scale (NDSS; Shiffman, Waters, & Hickcox, 2004) and the revised Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND: Heatherton, Kozlowski, Frecker, & Fagerström, 1991)], odor perception, race, ethnicity, or level of education (ps > .15). Across groups, participants’ baseline and postsmoking cue exposure urges did not differ. There also were no group differences in urge increases from baseline to smoking cue exposure (ps > 0.39).

**Manipulation Checks**

To evaluate the urge-reducing effects of the OCs, it was crucial that the smoking cue exposure procedure elicit a strong urge to smoke. Mean urge during smoking cue exposure was high ($M = 82.13, SD = 19.81$), comparing favorably to peak urges in past studies (see Wertz & Sayette, 2001). A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant increase in reported urge from baseline ($M = 69.40, SD = 22.15$) to smoking cue
exposure, $F(1, 228) = 97.34, p < .001$, providing support for the efficacy of our urge induction to generate a peak urge state.

By design, during OC sampling the three OC groups were expected to differ on pleasantness ratings for the specific OC they eventually would be administered following smoking cue exposure. The mean pleasantness ($SD$) rating from the aroma questionnaire for participants exposed to (a) a pleasant OC was 5.87 (.65), (b) tobacco OC was 4.57 (1.97), and (c) odor blank OC was 4.84 (1.38). As expected, groups differed on this dimension, $F(2, 228) = 224.05, p < .001$. Participants in the pleasant condition reported their selected OC to be significantly more pleasant than did those in the other two conditions ($ps < .001$), whose values did not differ from each other ($ps > .25$). Also, as expected, the mood rating from the aroma questionnaire showed the same pattern, $F(2, 221) = 27.59, p < .001$. Participants in the pleasant condition ($M = 7.17 [1.17]$) reported higher positive mood than did those in the tobacco ($M = 5.43 [2.00]$) or odor blank ($M = 5.66 [2.00]$) conditions, respectively ($ps < .001$), with the latter two conditions being similar to each other ($p > .43$). In sum, our manipulation succeeded in creating a pleasant condition that led to greater pleasantness ratings and a more pleasant mood than did the tobacco and odor blank conditions.

As in our prior work, the groups also differed on the remaining aroma questionnaire items. Specifically, significant group differences for the particular OC that was presented following smoking cue-exposure emerged for intensity, $F(2, 228) = 113.23, p < .001$, memory, $F(2, 210) = 80.05, p < .001$, and familiarity, $F(2, 227) = 138.41, p < .001$. Pleasant OC values were significantly higher than tobacco, which in turn were significantly higher than odor blank ($ps < .002$).

**Effect of OC on Reported Urges**

To examine the effects of OCs on urge report, a 3 (OC condition) × 6 (Time) repeated measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was computed, with the six OC exposure assessments as the within-subject variable and pre- and postsmoking cue exposure urges as covariates. As expected, both covariates (pre- and postsmoking urge) were significant, $Fs > 8.2, ps < .005$. There also was an effect of time, $F(5, 1090) = 15.93, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .068$. Pertinent to the hypotheses, there was a main effect of OC condition across time, $F(2, 218) = 5.43, p = .006$. Collapsing across the six OC anticipated urge assessments, participants who were presented with a pleasant OC anticipated their urge would be 68.1, which was significantly lower than those receiving the Tobacco OC ($M = 76.1$), $p < .001$ (partial $\eta^2 = .077$; 90% confidence intervals ranging from .0223 to .1478), and significantly lower than those receiving the odor blank ($M = 74.7$), $p < .032$ (partial $\eta^2 = .030$; 90% confidence intervals ranging from .0013 to .0846). Follow-up analyses were conducted at each of the six anticipated time points. For the first four time periods there was a significant effect of OC condition ($Fs > 4.17, ps < .018$, partial $\eta^2$ ranged from .037 to .055; 90% confidence intervals ranging from .0037 to .1116). At the final two assessments (anticipated urge at Time 35 min and 45 min), the effect of OC was no longer significant, $F(2, 218) = 2.93$ and 1.47 ($ps = .056$ and .232, respectively). As depicted in Figure 3, exposure to a pleasant OC led to significantly lower anticipated urges, with the effect starting to dissipate toward the end of the 45-min anticipation interval. We next examined whether the drop in urge following initial OC exposure accounted for the impact of OC on the ADIS. Results showed that once the urge rating following initial OC exposure (just prior to completing the ADIS) was included in the analyses, the overall effect of OC on ADIS scores was no longer significant, $F(2, 217) = 2.71, p = .068$.

**Smoking choice.** As in our prior studies, the smoking choice measure was not normally distributed (skew = 2.7, kurtosis = 10.8). Although median scores were in the expected direction, with those receiving a pleasant OC reporting $\$3.25$ to postpone smoking for five minutes, compared with $\$4.38$ and $\$4.75$ for those receiving the tobacco and the odor blank, respectively, a nonparametric Van der Waerden test failed to reach significance ($p = .390$).

**SCQ-brief.** A one-way ANOVA failed to reveal an effect of OC condition ($p = .378$).

---

3 For those who did report a memory we examined memory intensity, specificity, and pleasantness. However, because <15% of participants in tobacco and odor blank OC conditions reported a memory, we did not conduct further analyses with this item. We address this low response rate in the discussion.
Role of Autobiographical Memory Systems on OC-Related Urge Reduction

We next tested the extent to which individual differences in autobiographical memory specificity (assessed with the SCEPT) moderated the impact of OC condition on urge (using the mean value of the six OC urge assessments). Scores on the SCEPT were equivalent across the three OC conditions, which is expected, as it was administered following ad lib smoking when cravings were diminished. Controlling for pre- and postsmoking cue exposure urges and OC condition, specificity did not predict OC urge ($p > .66$). Addressing our hypothesis, however, the SCEPT specificity × OC condition interaction was significant, $F(2, 221) = 5.32$, $p = .006$ (partial $\eta^2 = .046$; 90% confidence intervals ranges from .0364 to .0079). To evaluate this interaction, we examined the correlation between autobiographical memory specificity and urge drop (i.e., postsmoking cue exposure urge minus the mean value of the six OC urge assessments) in each of the three conditions. Those in the pleasant OC condition with the most specific autobiographical memory systems displayed the greatest drop in urge, $r(93) = .244$, $p = .019$. In contrast, there was no relation between specificity and urge change in either of the other two OC conditions, $rs = -.068$ and -.217 for odor blank and tobacco, respectively ($ps > .15$).

Tests for habituation across two days. We also tested the impact of OCs on urge during EXP Session 2. We initially analyzed urge following OC exposure for those who were exposed to the same OC that they had received at EXP Session 1. Similar to EXP Session 1, results of an ANCOVA (with OC condition as the independent variable and baseline urge and post smoking cue exposure urge serving as covariates) revealed a main effect of OC, $F(2, 132) = 3.85$, $p = .024$ (partial $\eta^2 = .055$; 90% confidence intervals ranged from .0400 to .1186). Smokers in the pleasant condition showed a significantly greater drop in urge ($M = 9.2$) than did either those in the tobacco ($M = 4.4$) or odor blank ($M = 3.8$) conditions ($ps < .038$), with the latter two conditions not differing from each other ($p > .57$). We also examined whether the same pleasant OC, because of possible habituation, would be less effective than a different but similarly rated pleasant OC on this second day. Pleasantness ratings did not differ among participants who were randomly assigned to receive the same ($n = 48$, $M = 8.08$, $SD = 1.13$) versus a different ($n = 46$, $M = 7.74$, $SD = 1.41$) pleasant OC on Session 2 ($p > .19$; partial $\eta^2 = .018$; 90% confidence intervals ranged from .0000 to .0854). We then contrasted urge relief among these two groups during EXP Session 2, again including baseline urge and post smoking cue exposure urge as covariates. There was no evidence of decay in the effectiveness of the original pleasant OC, $F(1, 90) = 0.48$, $p > .49$ (partial $\eta^2 = .005$; 90% confidence intervals ranged from .0000 to .0544). (In fact, the urge ratings were in the opposite direction one would expect if there were habituation). Finally, there were no differences in urge relief between those receiving the same pleasant OC on Session 2 and either of the two groups that had received a pleasant OC for the first time during Session 2 (having received either a tobacco ($p > .12$; partial $\eta^2 = .037$; 90% confidence intervals ranged from .0000 to .1305) or odor blank ($p > .99$; partial $\eta^2 = .000$; 90% confidence intervals ranged from .0000 to .0000) OC during Session 1.

Interest in using pleasant OCs. Although the current study did not test the effects of OCs on actually quitting, we did collect...


Discussion

Choosing to smoke the “next” cigarette ranks among the most harmful decisions one can make. While most smokers generally recognize this danger, during “hot” moments of temptation the appeal of smoking increases, learned coping skills (or quit-smoking messages) can be ignored, and in many cases the smoking habit persists (Sayette, Loewenstein, Griffin, & Black, 2008). This dire public health challenge also poses a conceptual puzzle, namely to understand the interplay between cognitive and emotional processes driving the smoking habit. Progress has been slow to develop strategies to reverse or limit these hot decisions to smoke. It is vital that innovative approaches be tested to help the millions of smokers wishing to quit, especially during high-risk periods when cravings are most pronounced (i.e., during withdrawal and when exposed to smoking cues; Baker et al., 2011). Strategic use of olfactory stimuli may offer a novel approach to curbing cravings and controlling the accompanying shifts in processing of smoking-related information that may enhance the likelihood of smoking.

Our major finding was that pleasant OCs attenuated fairly intense cigarette craving across a 5-min period, relative to tobacco or no odor OCs. These data replicate our initial test of this concept, which reported an immediate effect of OC on urge, comparing well to the onset of urge relief of even the fastest acting NRT products (Du, Borders, Selmani, & Waverczak, 2015), and provide further evidence that the impact of pleasant OCs can persist for as long as 5-min. Across the 5-min interval, the drop in urge from peak in the pleasant group approached 20 points on the 0–100 scale, about double that found for the control OCs, virtually the same magnitude of urge reduction found in our preliminary study (Sayette & Parrott, 1999). These findings also are in accord with research demonstrating an OC-induced drop in food cravings (Firmin et al., 2016; Kemps & Tiggemann, 2013). Together, these findings suggest that sniffing an OC identified a priori by the participant to be pleasant reduces peak urges. Figure 2 also suggests that unlike a pleasant OC, sniffing a tobacco OC is no better at urge reduction than sniffing an odor blank. Indeed, many participants noted during debriefing that the tobacco OC reminded them of their urge, distinct from simulating a smoking experience, which might have reduced an urge (Rose, 2006). Admittedly, we cannot rule out the possibility that the tobacco OC, which was not a perfect representation of a smoker’s burning cigarette, also might have been distracting, and thus we stop short of claiming that the evidence for

4 This question was not asked of participants in the odor blank condition as they never received a scented OC during smoking cue exposure. One odor blank participant was mistakenly administered this question, and their response is not included.
distraction as a mechanism of OC urge relief is conclusive. Our data also reveal that OC’s had stronger effects for participants who had higher urges prior to sniffing. Whether this suggests that OCs are especially effective for those with strong urges or simply a methodological issue (i.e., those with higher urge scores have more room to drop) remains an open question.

There also was some indication that exposure to a pleasant OC affected cognitive processes putatively linked to smoking. Specifically, pleasant OC exposure tempered the anticipated intensity and duration of the expectation of an unrequited urge for 30-min, likely offering a more realistic, less alarming appraisal of the craving experience (Marlatt, 1985; Sayette et al., 2005). Presumably, if smokers believe their urge will reach intolerable levels if they do not smoke, then they may acquiesce to the urge rather than try to resist it (Sayette, 2016). This finding suggests that not only does a pleasant OC reduce urge, but it may also alter processes believed to relate to smoking-related decision making. If, as Baumeister (2017) argues, relapse is linked to a faulty ability to predict future states, these data suggest that OCs may play a key role in promoting healthier decision-making during cravings. This intriguing finding should be tempered by the nonsignificant effects of OC on smoking choice and perceived smoking consequences, though it also should be noted that this latter measure was developed to detect stable traits rather than subtle momentary shifts (Copeland et al., 1995). We did not counterbalance the various craving-related response measures, as our aim was not to test the relative sensitivity of each. Instead, we prioritized the urge rating scale as it is by far the most widely used of our measures and would best permit this study to connect to the broader literature. We believe that the current findings justify additional research with a variety of smokers and measures of smoking-related decision making to more comprehensively assess the impact of OC on urge responding.

Data also suggested that individuals with the most specific autobiographical memory systems showed the greatest effects when using a pleasant OC to control their urge. To our knowledge, this is the first evidence to implicate autobiographical memory in the relation between pleasant OCs and craving relief. Because we designed the study such that OCs would lead to direct retrieval of autobiographical memories (i.e., a bottom-up, stimulus driven approach), the underlying mechanisms are thought to reflect automatic processes unrelated to executive functioning (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000).

We had hoped to obtain additional evidence for this prospect by assessing actual autobiographical memories during the initial OC sampling. During OC sampling, we asked participants to write down whether each OC triggered a memory and if so to describe it. In an ongoing study, we have switched this method and have begun instead to use a structured interview to assess memories and are finding participants to be more open to describing such memories than they were when writing them down. Nevertheless, the link between autobiographical specificity and urge reduction following administration of a pleasant OC is intriguing, and we hope it will foster additional testing outside our laboratory. More broadly, research is needed to further unpack the ways in which olfactory stimuli influence cognitive and affective processes associated with craving.

We offered a subset of our participants either the same or a different pleasant OC on a second session, and, consistent with prior research indicating that OCs can be resistant to proactive interference (Lawless & Engen, 1977), we found the same (repeated) pleasant OC to be as effective as a new pleasant OC in reducing urge. While the differences on the second day between pleasant compared with tobacco or blank OCs were equally significant in EXP Session 2 as in EXP Session 1, power was less robust for some of these analyses. It is also the case that across the board the levels of urge reduction after placing the cigarette in the ashtray were lower in EXP Session 2. It also remains unclear how effective OCs would be if repeated across many days (perhaps a menu of individually tailored OCs would be beneficial)? As a consequence, it would be useful to continue to evaluate the potential for habituation across sessions in future research.

Only 1% of the more than 300 smokers screened were excluded because of inadequate odor detection. That is, the direct odor administration used in the study can be used with even heavy daily smokers. Moreover, neither gender nor nicotine dependence moderated the impact of pleasant OCs on urge reduction, suggesting that the presentation of OCs can be effective for a broad range of smokers.

In line with our emphasis on pleasant OCs, 89% of participants reported that they could imagine using an OC in the future if they were trying to quit and were experiencing an urge to smoke, supporting the potential viability of OCs as part of a smoking cessation treatment. Further, 93% indicated they would consider using OCs if they were not trying to quit but were forced to abstain from smoking for a certain period of time.

A key remaining question that was not addressed here concerns the impact of OCs on actual smoking behavior among individuals wishing to quit. We believe there is a solid foundation for proposing that OCs may prove to be a useful component of a smoking cessation program and note that a small field study recently found that OCs not only curbed cigarette craving but increased the lag between urge and use (Cordell & Buckle, 2013). Whether or not strategic use of OCs (in conjunction with extant treatment approaches or even by itself) might help a subset of smokers quit is worthy of investigation. To conduct a rigorous test of these questions, however, requires research using a variety of delivery systems and integration with other pharmacological and behavioral elements of successful smoking cessation. We believe that the data provided in the present laboratory study is pivotal in motivating such additional efforts, including ecological momentary assessment research examining smokers in their natural environment.

The present study also did not contrast OCs with other sensory stimuli, precluding our ability to demonstrate that OCs are uniquely potent in relieving craving. We reiterate, however, that a prior study with food craving did aim to address this issue by contrasting olfactory and auditory cues and found superior effects for olfaction (Kemps & Tiggemann, 2013). Moreover, compared with any other senses, olfaction is directly tied to emotional processing in the brain (Aggleton & Mishkin, 1986; Cahill, Babinsky, Markowitsch, & McGaugh, 1995). Therefore, we believe that OCs represent an especially good class of sensory cue for affecting emotions, including craving. It also remains to be seen whether OCs can help relieve cigarette craving that is not specifically the result of nicotine deprivation and exposure to a lit cigarette. Results suggest that OCs can help control cravings for a 5-min span. This time frame may be sufficient to enable a smoker to take action to avoid a relapse, or may hold down the fort long enough for a nicotine
replacement product to exert its effects. As noted by Shiffman et al. (2003), the pharmacokinetic profile for acute nicotine replacement products such as gum and nasal spray may take several minutes to exert effects. By way of comparison, the nicotine (Nicorette) gum condition in their study led to about a 25-point drop in urge (on a 0–100 scale) after 15 min. (which was the first time period they assessed), a drop that is larger than that found in the pleasant OC condition. A subsequent study found use of Nicorette gum to drop cravings about 25 points after just 6 min (Niaura et al., 2005). It is also possible that 5 min may be long enough for the urge to begin to subside naturally (Sayette et al., 2005). As observed in Figure 2, after 5 min the drop in urge found in the pleasant condition still was holding steady, yet it remains unclear just how long the urge relief effect would last beyond 5 min.

The urge reduction found here and in our prior study (Sayette & Parrott, 1999), along with studies showing similar effects for food craving, and more generally the emerging body of scientific research suggesting OCs can affect processes as diverse as memory, pain tolerance, and anxiety, combine to support continued investigation of this often-overlooked sensory system. Yet it is not entirely clear how to interpret even a 20-point drop on a rating scale. While urge is traditionally considered to be a linear construct, with each point on the scale reflecting a similar unit of craving, such assumptions remain untested (Sayette & Tiffany, 2013). There may be key thresholds of craving above which there is an increased probability of experiencing an “all systems go” response (Sayette et al., 2003) and the likelihood of acting on the desire increases. Such thresholds are hard to capture, and likely differ across person and situation, but research on this topic is important in order to better contextualize the impact of a drop from about 80 to 60 on a 0–100 urge scale.

Finally, though the data are consistent with the proposition that pleasant OCs relieve urge by distracting smokers from their craving (and even suggest a role for autobiographical memory), future research is needed to offer a more mechanistic understanding of the potential routes through which OCs attenuate craving. It remains unclear whether pleasant OCs simply offer distraction, or whether this distraction is a function of the impact of OCs on a variety of craving-related processes, including: working memory (OCs may compete with urges for the same working memory resources); delay discounting (OCs may help to reestablish cognitive control or, conversely, may compete for the same reward processes); habitual responding (OCs may help to override overlearned drug use behaviors); affective interference (OCs may induce emotional states that disrupt the internal stimulus setting events for craving5 or that are incompatible with a withdrawal-based urge, see Baker et al., 1987); and response inhibition (OCs may bolster inhibitory control processes). These possibilities are compatible with recent neurobehavioral models that aim to identify subtle cognitive impairment that supports addiction, with craving-related processes linked to a number of coordinated brain networks (Bickel, Jarmolowicz, Mueller, & Gatchalian, 2011; Zilberstand, Huang, Alia-Klein, & Goldstein, 2018). We currently are conducting fMRI research aimed at better understanding why smokers may experience processing shifts while craving, and in particular, how OCs may attenuate these responses.

In summary, despite disappointing relapse rates, there have been few new approaches to smoking cessation in general, and to craving relief in particular. The ability of olfactory stimuli to uniquely alter craving states and cognitive processes associated with smoking, and disrupt well-learned smoking routines, would offer a distinct and novel method for reducing cravings, and our results to this end are promising. Accordingly, continued investigation of the link between OCs and craving relief provides opportunities to enhance smoking cessation efforts, while simultaneously offering a conceptually rich platform for examining the relations among emotion, cognition, and olfaction.
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